DESCRIPTION:

1. This model is assembled in a two-part system: one is the ceiling diffuser with frame and blades extruded from 6063 aluminum alloy, the other is the aluminum panel into which the diffuser is mounted.

2. The core of this model is fully removable for easy installation. When installed in a regressed ceiling, the diffuser drops 3/8” to install flush to the ceiling plane.

3. This model is designed to fit the following T-bar systems: 24”x24”, 24”x36”, 24”x48”, 36”x36”, and 48”x48”.

4. Optional screwdriver operated opposed blade damper with nylon bushings to eliminate corrosion and vibration.

5. This model is painted either aluminum or white in color.

OPTIONS:

1. Finish
   - ANOD Clear Anodized
   - Custom ______________

2. Other
   - AVP-PLT-OB-EG
   - AVP-PLT-OB-SR

AirGuide Manufacturing, LLC. reserves the right to change any information concerning product or pricing without notice.